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Inventory tracking with autonomous drones
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What we will tackle in this presentation

Presentation of Flanders Make

The inventory drone

Follow up project
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Market readiness level
From technology leaders to early adopters
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UNIVERSITIES

Involvement of 
additional companies

Competence/technology
development INDUSTRY

VALORISATION 
PARTNERS

Universities lay the foundation, 
develop new ideas & technologies

Flanders Make involves partners 
and offers knowledge for further
development

The product reaches
technology and market readiness
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Innovation through collaboration
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3 co-creation centres, the Flemish drone federation EUKA 
and labs at the 5 Flemish Universities

+750
highly specialised researchers

€ 70 mln
turnover

- Leuven

@

@

- Lommel

@

@@

- Kortrijk

- Sint-Truiden
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FLANDERS MAKE MEMBER COMPANY ECOSYSTEM

Production 
companies

Machine 
builders

Engineering 
firms

Technology
providers

Sheltered
workplaces Logistics Testing

2021:
#163

2014:
#56
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Fast and efficient pallet and 
box counting for stocktaking 
in warehouses with drones
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Automated stocktaking in a warehouse with a drone

2 Flanders Make projects

• Pallet counting
• Attach QR marker to pallet
• Detect QR markers to identify and localize 

pallets
• Accuracy: ±99% (first pass)
• Very high throughput: 480 pallets/minute

• Box counting
• Attach visual markers to shelves
• Use depth sensor to detect and count 

boxes
• Throughput target: ± 30 pallets/minute

Upper racks = full pallets

Lower racks = pallets in use
products removed
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Autonomous drone navigation 

1D lidar sensor for altitude measurement

Low resolution camera for forward and lateral 
displacement measurement (Optical flow) 

Stereo camera coupled with Inertial Measurement 
Unit for Simultaneous Localization And Mapping

Ultra Wide Band for 
absolute localization

1 monochrome camera on each side 
for pallet inventory

A lidar coupled to a camera for box 
counting on the front

GPS for outdoor absolute 
localization (no used)
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Drone navigation and safety

Advanced localization system relying on: 

• Ultra Wide Band for absolute positioning

• SLAM for relative positioning

• Optical flow for motion estimation

• IMU for motion estimation

Information is merged with a Kalman filter

Obstacle detection and avoidance is integrated to 
the fligth controller

No speed limit

Reduced speed

Negative speed
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Pallet counting architecture 

Fast and efficient pallet counting
- Place QR code on each pallet and an Aruco marker on the shelf
- Fly at high speed through the aisles and detect the QR codes with a 

camera mounted on each side of the of the drone   
- Inhouse high performance QR codes detection algorithm
- Each QR code is assigned to the Aruco marker below it 
- Accuracy of 98,75 % at up to 8 pallets per seconds 

QR code

Aruco
Marker
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Box counting architecture 

- The drone positions itself in front of the pallet where the boxes need to be counted and take a depth 
and color image

- The Aruco markers should be in the bottom third of the image to ensure the view of the entire scene

- The 2 Aruco markers are used to identify the type of product in the image (size and stacking order of 
the boxes on the pallet) and delimit the perimeter in which we count the boxes 

- Using the depth image, this perimeter can be extended to 3 dimensions

Colored image
Depth image

(The color corresponds 
to the distance from the sensor)
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Box counting processing scheme

- Detect the planes parallel to the Aruco markers (Ransac)
- Count the number of boxes that fits in each plane 
- Extrapolate the number of boxes in the depth 
- Accuracy of 84,4 % at up to 8 pallets per minutes and for 

different stacking pattern
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Graphical user interface 

User friendly user interface to monitor the result: 

- The inventory can be launched from a browser on any computer connected to 
the network

Pallet counting Box counting
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Other drone inventory applications 
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Follow up project: Inventory in Manufacturing Warehouses & Logistic Centers

What: 
§ Logistic and manufacturing companies need 

to always have an updated inventory
§ All their products in stock needs to be counted

Need: Real-time systems to count different types 
of goods in warehouses with different topologies

Challenges: 
§ Different goods geometries (boxes, cylinders, …)
§ Different topologies of warehouses (racking systems, 

pallets, …)
§ Robust sensing coverage at different orientations & 

positioning of goods w.r.t. sensors 
§ Goods identification require advanced visual 

systems for reliable readings (difficult position of 
labels, curved surfaces, …)

Please contact Jean-Edouard, should you be interested 
in this project: 

jeanedouard.blanquart@flandersmake.be goods are not always stacked correctly (but e.g., orientated) 



Top infrastructure

750+ specialised researchers

A strong ecosystem of partners 

FLANDERS MAKE 
making the industry stronger 
and more competitive with

For further questions, please get in 
touch

wouter.lammens@flandersmake.be


